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Lost circulation is one of the most significant contributors to wellbore instability

and causes an increase in drilling operation costs. It is also amajor contributor to

the nonproductive time and must be minimized for improved economic and

operational performance. The objective of this research is to provide tools and

information about specific loss circulationmanagement techniques that drillers

can use to minimize lost circulation. This study involves comprehensive

approaches to test the plugging efficiency of three different lost circulation

materials (LCMs) from two groups of materials (flaky and fibrous). It also

highlights the carrier fluids (drilling fluids) and the determination of the

optimum drilling fluid properties. Different fracture sizes and the effect of

the various LCM are analyzed. The impact of LCM’s shape, size, and physical

and chemical properties along with the fracture sizes is discussed. Examining

the particle size distribution before and after mixing with the fluids shows the

capability of the materials in plugging the fracture while maintaining the

minimum porosity and permeability of the plug. It also helps to strengthen

the fracture gradient of the formation by knowing the actual particle sizes. The

primary objective of this work is to precisely study and analyze these factors on

the three LCMs along with different carrier fluids to investigate their plugging

efficiency and potentially resolve or minimize the severity of the lost circulation

problem.
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1 Introduction

To meet the world’s energy needs, the oil and gas production

industry is expected to provide the supply needed to meet this

demand. Therefore, more wells with formidable challenges will

be required. These wells, with extended vertical depth and

extended reach laterals, make drilling operations more

complex. Major obstacles contribute to the cost of the

operation. Some of these obstacles are not controllable such as

geological complexity and weak formations with low fracture

gradients. Lost circulation events typically occur in these

situations. One of the causes of lost circulation is tensile

failure [1]. Aadnøy and Chenevert showed the types of

borehole problems which cause lost circulation problems.

When wellbore pressure exceeds the fracture pressure, the

fracture occurs; on the other hand, with a lower wellbore

pressure, wellbore collapse might occur.

1.1 Effects of lost circulation

Loss of drilling fluids into the formation has a tremendous

impact on the drilling operation. This impact can be operational

problems that can have an adverse effect on the well. In addition,

another impact is the extra cost associated with this problem.

Lost circulation could cause an interruption to the well

delivery or loss of the well. One of the examples that would

be a result of lost circulation is a well control situation. Loss of

hydrostatic pressure due to a mud level drop could cause a kick

and the situation may become a blowout or result in the loss of

lives [2].

The cost associated with lost circulation incidents is remarkable.

It costs the industry about one billion dollars annually despite the fact

that the treatment cost comes with no benefits [3]. According to Ivan

et al., lost circulation treatments are causing a loss of 200 million

dollars annually mainly due to the cost of materials [4]. The cost of

mud lost into the formation comes with a high figure and is

equivalent to 1.8 million barrels of drilling fluids lost into the

formation [5]. The overall economic impact of the lost circulation

problem is 20%–40% of total drilling costs [6]. Lost circulation events

can occur while drilling, tripping, and during any other operational

activity. Losses are classified according to the rate of losses; that is,

seepage losses are in the range of 1–10 bbl/hr, partial losses are

10–500 bbl/hr, and complete losses are 500 bbl/hr or greater, as

shown in Table 1 [7].

1.2 Wellbore strengthening techniques

Wellbore strengthening is a technique used to enhance the

fracture gradient by sealing and plugging the pore throat in a

weak formation to avoid the induced fracture. This technique

results in widening the mud weight window [8]. The main

objective is to increase the formation pressure so that the

formation can sustain additional drilling fluid pressure

without inducing a fracture and lost circulation events will be

avoided [9]. Many models are presented in the literature to

address the concept of wellbore strengthening. The first model

is called the “stress cage model,” which is based on the linear

elastic analysis. The model was introduced by Alberty and

McLean [10] and based on the LCM forming a seal in the

fracture mouth with the result of increasing the hoop stress,

which leads to an increase in the fracture gradient. The second

model is fracture closure stress developed by Dupriest [11]. This

model explains the change of the hoop stress by sealing the

fracture tip. The third model uses elastic–plastic fracture analysis

and was introduced by Aadnøy and Belayneh [12]. The model

drives the enhancement of the fracture gradient and increases

fracture resistance by two main mechanisms. The mechanisms

involve the mud-cake plastic deformation that seals the fracture

mouth and the type and concentration of the LCM used. This

model is pivotal to improving the fracture gradient [13].

The next model, named as “fracture propagation resistance,”

was built based on the Drilling Engineering Association

experimental work. In their experiments, they used 30-in3

shale blocks to investigate lost circulation events [14]. The

results showed rock failure analysis using Young’s modulus

and Poisson’s ratio, and carrier fluids and wellbore diameter

affect lost circulation event. The study also revealed that there is a

relation between the mud-cake thickness and the fracture

reopening pressure [15]. The fracture propagation resistance

model emphasizes a new concept, which indicates that the

increase in the fracture gradient is strongly related to the

fracture propagation pressure at the fracture tip. The output

of the fracture propagation resistance model implies that the

sealing of the fracture mouth by LCM could enhance the hoop

stress around the wellbore. The last model takes a different

direction and uses the three-dimensional poroelastic finite-

element model [16]. This work concluded that the wellbore

hoop stress enhancement estimates fracture initiation,

propagation, and sealing mechanism.

1.3 Lost circulation management

Proper lost circulation management considers all factors

involved. Lost circulation management is not only based on

how stiff and rigid the materials are but also considers other

factors to cure the losses. The material selection, or the pill

designed, is the last stage of lost circulation management and

TABLE 1 Classification of losses [7].

Type of loss Classification

Seepage losses 1–10 bbl/hr

Partial losses 10–500 bbl/hr

Complete losses 500 bbl/hr or greater
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comes after the preventive and proactive management stages.

Lost circulation management starts with the best design of the

drilling parameters, which encompasses the geomechanical

model to avoid the creation of induced fractures. Then the

drilling fluids are selected which involve the proper

rheological properties and include the effect of the fluid and

material interaction. The wellbore strengthening technique is the

third factor to enhance the fracture gradient and to avoid

inducing fractures. This technique depends on the LCM

particle size distribution. All these stages are called lost

circulation preventive design. The last stage, which is the

selection of the lost circulation material, is called remedial

action [17].

1.4 Lost circulation material

The solid particles that are mixed and pumped to control a lost

circulation problem that has occurred are called LCM. Lost

circulation management focuses on selecting the right material to

cure the losses as an essential part of the treatment. The industry

categorizes LCM into seven different types. Due to the different

formations and situations of the problem, there is no single material

that can be suitable to cure all types of losses. The history of LCM

started in 1951 by Howard and Scott. The initial classification was

based on four categories only: dehydratable, flaky, fibrous, and

granular. Then in 1956, White added a mixture of all previous

materials [19]. Alsaba added more types to the list of LCMs

including water-soluble and acid-soluble types [5]. The

distinctions of these types of LCMs are as follows: one of the

LCM classifications is by appearance, and other ways to classify

the materials are by application and physical and chemical

properties. The chemical properties are the reactivity of the

LCMs with other chemicals in the drilling fluids, which include

acid solubility and swelling reaction. The physical properties are

mainly the size and shape of the LCM [5] which is also one of the

main parts of our study in this work. The selection of whichmaterial

to use is dependent on many factors such as geological formation

description, fluid loss mechanisms (fracture types), and rate of loss.

In this work, the LCMs used are classified into two groups based on

the raw material properties, that is, flaky and fibrous.

The physical description of flaky materials is that the particle

shape has a large flat and thin surface area with low stiffness

[7,18]. This type of material can be used to mat shingles over the

formation face [19]; however, due to its low stiffness and

strength, the flaky material usually provides optimal coverage

during the placement process, which makes it a last option in the

treatment plan [5,9].

The fibrous material can form a mat-like bridge across

vugular and fractured formations to form an effective seal [9].

It has a long and slender shape with low stiffness. It is an organic

material with a distinctive particle size distribution. Natural

cellulose fiber is one of the fibrous materials [20].

1.5 Particle size and shearing effect

As shown in the literature, the particle size distribution of the

LCM is the only widely used method to design and plan the

sealing or plugging mechanism to stop a lost circulation event.

One of the criteria for selecting which material to use is a

correlation between the particle size and the fracture width.

However, this assumes that the selected size will be

maintained when it reaches the thief zone or fracture [21].

Many publications addressed that most of the materials are

degrading with high shearing but did not confirm or quantify

the material size degradation rate and its impact on the ability of

the LCM to plug the fracture. This work will answer the question

of the relationship between size degradation and its quantifying

effect to plug the fracture [22].

Size degradation is due to mechanical shearing or a dynamic

force that acts on the particles by the mud pumps, drill string,

wellbore annulus, and bit nozzles [23]. Plugging the fracture or

enhancing the fracture gradient by LCM may be affected by size

degradation. However, the degradation rate of the material

particle size does not necessarily demonstrate a low plugging

efficiency [21].

As the LCM is degraded by the mechanical shear, not only

does the size change, but the shape also deteriorates and becomes

more rounded [2]. Gaurina-Medjimurec and Pasic showed the

proper bridging mechanism and illustrated the optimum size

selection that allows the material to bridge as shown in the upper

right side, while the smaller size due to size degradation forms no

seal [24]. Therefore, to achieve effective bridging, the material

size distribution must be small enough to enter the fracture or

pore throat while being large enough to build the bridge.

The two crucial terminologies which are often incorrectly

used are bridge and seal. Bridging provides the mechanical

strength to the formation having a large permeability

technique by using large particles; small particles will fill the

void spaces between the large ones to form the seal [2]. Lavrov

demonstrated the bridging and sealing mechanism in three

different situations. The first situation is the fracture before

adding the material, the second situation is the ineffective

bridging when only large particles are used, and the third

situation is the optimum conditions required for bridging and

sealing using large particles to create bridging and fine particles to

develop sealing [2].

1.6 Size degradation

Selecting the proper size for a fracture or a permeable

formation is the primary factor in minimizing fluid invasion.

It has been noted that when the materials are exposed to high

shear, they might experience size degradation [25]. The type of

materials, shearing rate, the fluid used, and the dry particle size

distribution (PSD) will drive the severity of the degradation and
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lead to information on the corrective action that can be taken

during the treatment to achieve the required plugging and sealing

needed. Little data are published describing the LCM size

degradation phenomena [25]. In this work, an industry-

standard approach was followed to comprehensively measure

and analyze the size degradation of the concerned materials with

the designed fluids. The sieve analysis was conducted, including

material behavior when exposed to the fluids, and the results

revealed the size expansion or reduction of the LCMs. The minus

sign represents the percentage of size reduction, and a plus sign is

used to show the percentage of size expansion. A comprehensive

experimental study on the LCM will add a significant value to

performance of future drilling operations to eliminate lost

circulation events or make the problem less severe.

Controlling and curing the losses involves more than just

selecting the proper size and strength of the LCM. Detailed

engineering approaches and techniques are required to deeply

understand available solutions, and the current lack of an

encompassing methodology requires a re-examination of the

related factors to implement the best solution based on a

specific situation. The significance of this work lies in assisting

the industry in developing the optimum lost circulation

mitigation procedure and material utilization in an

engineering approach.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

2.1.1 Lost circulation materials
In this work, the LCMs used are classified into two groups based

on the rawmaterial properties,flaky and fibrous, as shown in Table 2.

The flake group includes a sized grade of mica and flaked calcium

carbonate. The fibrous group includes a raw material of natural

cellulose fiber. Each of these raw materials is sold under a variety of

trade names as many companies manufacture almost similar or even

identical materials but with different trade names.

2.1.2 Carrier fluids
For drilling fluids or carrier fluids, four different fluid systems are

used which are the same fluids used in our previous publication [21].

The four water-based fluid systems: water–bentonite mix (clay

system), water–polymer mix (polymer system), and polymer–salt

systems using NaCl and CaCl2 salts. The polymer used was xanthan

gum, which is a hydrocolloid polymer. For the first polymer–salt

system, 15 wt% NaCl was added, while for the second polymer–salt

system, 20 wt%CaCl2 was added [21]. Table 3 shows the carrier fluid

formulations and their properties (i.e., pH, plastic viscosity, yield

point, and API fluid loss) were measured and are shown in Table 4.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Particle size distribution measurements
The selected LCMs (sized grade of mica, flaked calcium

carbonate, and natural cellulose fiber) were mixed for two

time intervals with the four selected fluids (water–bentonite

mix, water–polymer mix, polymer–salt system using NaCl salt,

and polymer–salt system using CaCl2 salt). All fluid systems were

mixed with each LCM at 4,000 RPM for intervals of 10 and

30 min. It was mixed for 10 min which is believed to be an

enough time to mix the fluids with the LCM at the high shear rate

then it is mixed for longer time (30 min) to investigate the effect

of longer mixing time. A Silverson advanced high shear

multimixer was used to simulate the high shear that the

drilling fluids and LCM would be subjected to in the field.

This multimixer can simulate the mixing tank in the field and

bit nozzles’ shearing effect. This multimixer used could simulate

the mixing tank in the field and the bit nozzles’ shearing effects.

The multimixer had six nozzles to produce the required force to

shear the materials and the fluids [21]. For dry sieve testing, the

material is kept in the oven for 24 h to dry the sample and extract

the moisture. Then the sample is placed into a set of different

sieves, or mesh-bottomed containers, with sieve sizes ranging

from large to small openings. Then, the column of the screens is

positioned on a mechanical shaker to allow the material to pour

through the sieves and stay on the mesh that either matches the

particle size or is smaller. The mixed LCM particle size

distribution is almost following the same procedure as the dry

PSD. The only difference is that the material was mixed first with

the designed fluids and then dried to examine the size changes

due to shearing, time, and fluid interaction.

2.2.2 Shape analysis after fluid interaction
The microscopy analysis in this work was carried out to

investigate the shape of the particles. The particle shape of all

materials in the dry phase was investigated, and the results are

TABLE 2 LCM groups with corresponding raw materials and dry phase shape description.

Group Material description Shape description

Flaky Sized grade of mica Angular, thin, and flat in shape with a large surface area

Flaked calcium carbonate Angular, thin, and flat in shape with a small surface area

Fibrous Natural cellulose fiber Angular and sub-angular
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illustrated in Table 2. To continue the full investigation of the

shape analysis, a new evaluation of the materials’ shape after the

fluid’s interaction was required. Five fluids were mixed with each

material for 30 min, and the shape was examined. The fluids are

clay systems (7 pH and 11 pH), polymer system (7 pH),

polymer–NaCl system (7 pH), and polymer–CaCl2
system (7 pH).

2.2.3 Plugging efficiency testing
LCM plugging performance analysis studied the ability of the

material to plug, or bridge, the simulated fracture width. A key

challenge in testing LCM plugging efficiency is the lack of industry

standards for defining LCM testing methods and specifications for

interpreting the results [20]. Most companies use a piece of

equipment called a permeability plugging apparatus (PPA) to

evaluate LCM properties and plugging efficiency. The original

design of this equipment was not able to simulate a fracture size

of more than 2 mm. To simulate the fractures, a circular hole was

opened (drilled) in the slotted discs with the different fracture

diameters [21]. All materials were tested under test conditions of

500 psi pressure and ambient temperature.

2.2.4 Specific gravity testing
Specific gravity is a ratio of the material density (mass per

volume) to the water density and it is a unitless parameter. In

this work, the specific gravity wasmeasured on a dry sample and also

after the material was exposed to the fluids. For wet samples, the

material is kept in the oven for 16 h to dry the sample and extract the

moisture. The analysis will show material’s volume expansion or

reduction resulting from fluid interaction. AccuPyc 1330 is a fully

automated gas displacement pycnometer used tomeasure the specific

gravity of an irregular powder material.

2.2.5 Fluid loss
To measure the amount of fluid loss resulting from the filtration

process, the API fluid loss standard test was applied (API-RP-13B).

Thefluid loss test was conducted at 100 psi and room temperature for

the fluid loss tests on the carrier fluids (Table 4). For the plugging

performance test, fluid loss wasmeasured after applying a pressure of

up to 500 psi (Tables 9—14). The loss of liquid (filtrate) from a carrier

fluidwith LCMdue to filtration is controlled by the filter cake formed

of the solid constituents in the carrier fluid [26]. A Fann filter press

was used to determine the fluid loss. A filter paper was inserted at the

bottom of the filter cup assembly, followed by filling a filter cup with

350 ml of carrier fluid mixture to conduct the fluid loss experiment.

The filter cup was fastened in place and the filtration experiment

began using compressed air at 100 psi (raised to 500 psi for the

plugging efficiency testing). After 30 min of the filtration experiment,

the filtrate liquid was collected and its total volume was

measured [27].

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Particle size distribution
measurements

3.1.1 Sized grade of mica
Mica is one of the flaky group materials. It has a wide particle

size distribution and large particles up to 4,000 μm. Its dry PSD

TABLE 3 Carrier fluid formulations [21].

Additive quantity Clay system Polymer system NaCl–polymer CaCl2–polymer

Water, m3 0.154 0.157 0.148 0.138

Bentonite, kg 9.07 0 0 0

Polymer, kg 0 0.68 0.68 0.68

Starch, kg 2.72 2.72 2.72 2.72

NaCl, kg 0 0 26.31 0

CaCl2, kg 0 0 0 47.63

TABLE 4 Properties of the four drilling fluids [21].

Drilling fluid formulation pH Plastic viscosity (cP) Yield point (lb/100 ft2) API fluid loss (ml)

Clay system 11 17 26 4.4

Polymer system 10 8 20 8.8

Polymer system—15 wt% NaCl 10 15 20 8.8

Polymer system—20 wt% CaCl2 9 25 20 6.7
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measurements showed that the material has a particle size

distribution that covers a range of 4,000–149 μm. The

cumulative distribution of the five Ds values is D10 (768 μm),

D25 (1,131 μm), D50 (1,751 μm), D75 (2,382 μm), and D90

(2,776 μm).

3.1.1.1 Water system

Thematerial was mixed with the water system for 10 min and

30 min time intervals, and the PSD data were recorded. The

cumulative size distribution of the samples is shown in Table 5.

The percent of size changing of each Ds value and the average

percent of the size degradation showed that the material’s size

degradation was high and lost more than 60% of its size (Table 5).

The time was not a factor in size degradation in which both

10 min and 30 min results showed a similar average size

reduction percentage.

3.1.1.2 Clay system

A total of five mixes were performed, and the time intervals

were 10 and 30 min. The cumulative distribution (Ds) for both

clay systems and a comparison analysis of the average size

degradation are shown in Table 5. It was noticed that the size

degradation of mica with the clay system was 56% at 5 min, 62%

at 10 min, and 66% at 30 min of shearing. The change in

alkalinity did not affect mica size degradation performance.

Overall, the mica performed as a low-strength material

because it performed poorly during mixing and was not able

to withstand the size degradation. The average size degradation

exceeded 66% in reduction with clay systems.

3.1.1.3 Polymer system

In the polymer system, three different alkalinity points

were tested: 7, 9, and 10 pH with mica. The comparison

analysis between dry and mixed PSD showed the material

with polymer systems behaved almost the same as the clay and

water system with a very high size reduction percentage. All in

all, the alkalinity effect of the polymer systems does not

influence mica size degradation performance. The size

degradation percentage remained constant at around 66%

size reduction (Table 5).

3.1.1.4 Polymer–salt system

Mica was mixed with two salt systems (NaCl and CaCl2) to

study the material’s size degradation behavior. Two salt sources

with different alkalinity environments were tested and analyzed

for the size degradation study. Sodium chloride with pH values of

7 pH and 10 pH and calcium chloride at 7 pH and 9 pH were

tested for size degradation.

3.1.1.4.1 NaCl–polymer system. Sodium chloride systems

with two different alkalinities showed an effect on mica size

degradation. The maximum particle size attrition was 77% below

the dry PSD measurement, resulting from the low pH fluids

(Table 5). The 10 pH was slightly better than the 7 pH, in

maintaining the particle size distribution by around 8% less

degradation (Table 5).

3.1.1.4.2 CaCl2–polymer–salt system. The calcium chloride

system showed similar performance to another salt system. The

highest size reduction was 59% in 30 min mixing with 9 pH,

while the low pH showed a degradation percentage of 69%

(Table 5).

3.1.2 Flaked calcium carbonate
Flaked calcium carbonate is the second material of the flaky

group materials. It has a wide particle size distribution. Its dry

PSD measurements showed that the material has a particle size

distribution that covers a range of 4,000–149 μm. The cumulative

TABLE 5 Cumulative distribution of the mixed samples’ PSD (mica) (all systems) and size percent change.

System 10 min mix 30 min mix

Value (µm) % change from the dry sample Value (µm) % change from the dry sample

Water system 752 −60% 674 −64%

7 pH clay system 696 −62% 624 −66%

11 pH clay system 740 −61% 648 −65%

7 pH polymer system 749 −60% 573 −69%

9 pH polymer system 708 −64% 662 −66%

10 pH polymer system 803 −59% 730 −61%

7 pH—NaCl–polymer system 657 −65% 437 −77%

10 pH—NaCl–polymer system 721 −62% 574 −69%

7 pH—CaCl2–polymer system 877 −53% 593 −69%

9 pH—CaCl2–polymer system 841 −56% 765 −59%
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distribution of the five Ds values is D10 (1,111 μm), D25

(1,512 μm), D50 (2,074 μm), D75 (2,805 μm), and D90 (3,420 μm).

3.1.2.1 Water system

Thematerial was mixed with the water system for 10 min and

30 min time intervals, and the mixed LCM PSD data were

recorded. The percent change of each Ds value and the

average percent of the overall size degradation showed that

the material’s size degradation was high and lost more than

72% of its size due to shearing (Table 6).

3.1.2.2 Clay system

A total of five mixes were performed at the time intervals

of 10 and 30 min. The data in Table 6 illustrate the results and

observations of the mixed sample PSD of mica with clay

systems. The cumulative distribution (Ds) for both clay

systems and a comparison analysis are shown in Table 6.

The results showed that the size degradation of flaked calcium

carbonate with the clay system with 7 pH alkalinity was a little

high, in which the size was reduced by 60% from the original at

30 min of shearing. The size degradation result of the clay

system with 11 pH showed a similar performance to the

7 pH system. However, the higher pH was slightly less by

6%, which is not considered a significant difference. Thus, the

alkalinity effect was negligible on the flaked calcium

carbonate’s size degradation performance. Overall, the

flaked calcium carbonate performed as a low-strength

material, and the average size degradation exceed 60% in

reduction with clay systems.

3.1.2.3 Polymer system

In the polymer system, three different alkalinity points

were tested, that is, 7, 9, and 10 pH with flaked calcium

carbonate. The comparison analysis between dry and mixed

samples’ PSD showed the material with polymer systems

behaved more efficiently than that with clay and water

systems, as shown in Table 6. Overall, the alkalinity effect

of the polymer systems influences flaked calcium carbonate’s

size degradation performance. The size degradation

percentage of the higher alkalinity was better than that of

the low pH.

3.1.2.4 Polymer–salt system

Flaked calcium carbonate was mixed with two salts systems

(NaCl and CaCl2) to study the material’s size degradation

behavior.

3.1.2.4.1 NaCl–polymer system. The size degradation of

sodium chloride systems with two different alkalinities results

is recorded. The maximum particle size attrition is 40% below

the dry PSD measurement, resulting from the 11 pH fluids

(Table 6). Both NaCl–polymer systems showed similar results.

3.1.2.4.2 CaCl2–polymer system. The calcium chloride

system showed similar performance to sodium chloride, as

observed in the sieve results. The highest size reduction was

40% in 30 min of mixing with 10 pH, while the lowest

degradation occurred in 30 min shearing time with

9 pH (Table 6). Therefore, the alkalinity showed no direct

relation with size degradation performance of flaked calcium

carbonate.

3.1.3 Natural cellulose fiber
Natural cellulose fiber is the only material in this research

that falls in the fibrous group. It has a particle size distribution

range from 2,830 to 105 μm. The cumulative distribution of the

five Ds values is D10 (427 μm), D25 (767 μm), D50 (1,159 μm), D75

(1,584 μm), and D90 (2,007 μm). It is considered one of the large

TABLE 6 Cumulative distribution of the mixed samples’ PSD (flaked calcium carbonate) (all systems) and size percent change.

System 10 min mix 30 min mix

Value (µm) % change from the dry sample Value (µm) % change from the dry sample

Water system 933 −61% 668 −72%

7 pH clay system 1121 −52% 935 −60%

11 pH clay system 1332 −43% 1094 −54%

7 pH polymer system 1565 −33% 1437 −40%

9 pH polymer system 1664 −29% 1543 −36%

10 pH polymer system 1812 −23% 1608 −33%

7 pH—NaCl–polymer system 1535 −35% 1484 −38%

10 pH—NaCl–polymer system 1470 −38% 1416 −40%

7 pH—CaCl2–polymer system 1616 −30% 1542 −34%

9 pH—CaCl2–polymer system 1667 −27% 1508 −35%
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LCM that can be used in high permeable formation, due to its

large D50.

3.1.3.1 Water system

The material was mixed for 10 min and 30 min time

intervals, and the mixed samples’ PSD data are recorded. The

percent change of each Ds value and the average percent of the

size degradation are illustrated in Table 7. The results of the

material with the water system showed that the fiber was able to

maintain its original PSD. The size degradation only occurred at

the large particle size (D75 and D90), where the small particles

(D10 and D25) showed an increase in size, resulting in an overall

increase in the average particle size of the material by 5% after

30 min of shearing.

3.1.3.2 Clay system

A total of five mixes were performed, and the time intervals were

10 and 30min. Table 7 shows the cumulative distribution (Ds) of both

clay systems and comparison analysis. It was noted that the size

reduction effect is minimum, and the maximum degradation was

5% at 30min mixing. It was also observed that the low alkalinity

fluidhas a less size degradationpercentage than11pHfluid.The change

in alkalinity did affect the material’s size degradation performance.

Overall, the natural cellulose fiber material performed as a medium-

strength material, and the average size degradation did not exceed 17%

size reduction with clay systems.

3.1.3.3 Polymer system

Natural cellulose fiber was tested for size degradation with the

polymer system at three different alkalinity points 7, 9, and 10 pH.

The PSD profile of the dry sample and three different pH fluids

showed similar performance. Therefore, the polymer systems with

different alkalinities have no adverse effects associated with size

degradation. The size degradation performance of natural cellulose

fiber with a polymer system showed that the material maintained

the original particle size distribution. The material demonstrated a

high reduction in the big particles (D90 and D75) and that

redistributed in the small particles (D10 and D25) and

maintained D50 almost constant, resulting in an overall increase

in the average percent of the Ds values to be 6% (Table 7).

3.1.3.4 Polymer–salt system

Sodium chloride with pH 7 and 10 and calcium chloride with

7 and 9 pH were mixed and tested to study natural cellulose fiber

size degradation.

3.1.3.4.1 NaCl–polymer system. The natural cellulose fiber

size degradation results with sodium chloride systems are

recorded. The average mixed samples’ PSD decreased by 10%

with low pH fluids, while it was slightly better at high pH, with

only 2% size reduction (Table 7).

3.1.3.4.2 CaCl2–polymer system. Calcium chloride systems

showed a better performance than sodium chloride systems, in

maintaining their original size. The mixed samples’ PSD was

increased by 3% with high pH, while it was a 5% size reduction of

the low pH. All these data were obtained at 30 min of shearing

(Table 7).

3.2 Specific gravity after fluid interaction

3.2.1 Flaky group
Another material that experienced a specific gravity change after

fluid interaction from the flaky group is a sized grade of mica. The

mica dry phase specific gravity was 2.736, and the specific gravity

increased by an average of 0.07 after mixing with the different fluid

systems. This increase was due to a volume decrease from fluid

TABLE 7 Cumulative distribution of the mixed samples’ PSD (natural cellulose fiber) (all systems) and size degradation percent.

System 10 min mix 30 min mix

Value (µm) % change from the dry sample Value (µm) % change from the dry sample

Water system 1246 9% 1151 5%

7 pH clay system 1097 −2% 1075 −5%

11 pH clay system 994 −13% 919 −17%

7 pH polymer system 1154 4% 1107 −1%

9 pH polymer system 1201 8% 1144 6%

10 pH polymer system 1164 4% 1067 −4%

7 pH—NaCl–polymer system 1107 −2% 1018 −10%

10 pH—NaCl–polymer system 1178 4% 1093 −2%

7 pH—CaCl2–polymer system 1184 8% 1053 −5%

9 pH—CaCl2–polymer system 1185 8% 1134 3%
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interaction. Furthermore, in the size degradation study of mica, a high

percentage of the mica mixed samples’ PSD was significantly

decreased.

3.2.2 Fibrous group
The last material that showed a specific gravity decrease due

to fluid interaction from the fibrous group is natural cellulose

fiber. The average specific gravity reduction after mixing with the

different fluid systems was 0.71 and that was due to the

characteristic of water absorption by the cellulose to develop

hydrogen bond interaction, resulting in the volume increase [28].

[29] Therefore, the specific gravity showed reduction (Table 8).

Moreover, this material did not show a high size degradation

which fits with the specific gravity results.

3.3 Shape analysis after fluid interaction

3.3.1 Flaky group
The flaky group has two materials: sized grade of mica

and flaked calcium carbonate. The dry-shape analysis of the

first material showed the LCM to be angular, thin, and flat in

shape with a large surface area, where the shape of mixed

samples is described as rounded and angular (Figure 1). The

original particle shape of flaked calcium carbonate was

angular, sub-angular, thin, and flat with a small surface

area. The shape of mixed samples for all fluids was

drastically changed to be sub-rounded and angular

(Figure 2).

3.3.2 Fibrous group
The fibrous group has only one fiber material. Natural

cellulose fiber is an organic material with dry particle shapes of

angular and sub-angular; on the other hand, the mixed sample

shape showed more angularity with curved corners (Figure 3).

3.4 Plugging performance

3.4.1 Sized grade of mica plugging performance
The first material of the flaky group, mica, showed a

significant decrease in plugging efficiency. The mixture with

fluid and no shearing showed excellent performance and was

able to plug a 5.0-mm fracture. After the material was sheared

with the fluid, the sealing capability dropped to 1.5 mm (Table 9).

The D50 for the material before and after degradation was

recorded at 1,751 and 566 μm, respectively. The median

particle size over the fracture size must be equal to or greater

than 1.2 [1.751 mm (D50 before degradation) divided by 1.5 mm

(sealed fracture size)] to form effective bridging (Eq. 1). This is

the highest ratio among all materials tested.

D50

Fracture Size
≥ 1.2. (1)

3.4.2 Flaked calcium carbonate plugging
performance

Flaked calcium carbonate is the second material in the flaky

group. It has a better performance than mica. The no-shearing

mixture of the material was able to seal a fracture size of

5.0 mm. After the material was sheared with the fluid, the

sealing capability dropped to 3.0 mm (Table 10). The

material plugging efficiency performance was remarkable,

especially with the high size degradation of the material. The

median size of the dry phase was 2,074 μm; the mixed sample’s

phase median size dropped to 973 μm due to size degradation.

The new mathematical relationship equation for flaked calcium

carbonate is developed. The median particle size over the

fracture size must be equal to or greater than 0.7 to form the

bridging.

D50

Fracture Size
≥ 0.7 (2)

3.4.3 Natural cellulose fiber performance
The last material in our study is the natural cellulose fiber. The

overall size degradation results of the material revealed that thematerial

had a 5% size increase when immersed in the fluid. The no-shearing

mixture plugged a fracture size of 2.5mm; likewise, themixture sheared

for 30min.Thematerialmaintained the ability to plug the same fracture

aperture with no effect caused by the shearing force (Table 11). TheD50

of the dry phase was 1,159 μm, while the size degradation caused a

reduction in the D50 to 1,087 μm. The developed

mathematical relationship equation (Eq. 3) states that the median

TABLE 8 Specific gravity measurements.

Material Dry Clay
system 7 pH

Clay system
11 pH

Polymer
system—no salt

Polymer
system—NaCl salt

Polymer
system—CaCl2 salt

Sized grade of mica 2.736 2.781 2.787 2.824 2.801 2.805

Flaked calcium
carbonate

2.73 2.722 2.725 2.728 2.728 2.718

Natural cellulose
fiber

2.028 1.329 1.344 1.309 1.308 1.314
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size of the dry phase over the fracture size has to be equal to or

greater than 0.5 in order to form the rigid plug with natural cellulose

fiber.

D50

Fracture Size
≥ 0.5. (3)

3.5 LCM overall performance

3.5.1 Sized grade of mica
The original particle size distribution of mica covers a range

from 4,000 to 149 μm. The overall performance of mica with the

FIGURE 1
Mixed and dry mica microscopy images.

FIGURE 2
Mixed and dry flaked calcium carbonate microscopy images.
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different carrier fluid systems showed that the material

performed with very high size reduction with all fluids

systems (Figure 4). The size degradation of mica was

extraordinarily high which reached an average of 67% loss in

particle size for all fluids. The cumulative distribution showed a

high reduction, as shown in Figure 5 which showed a loss in D10

at 71%, loss in D50 at 70% and finally, the D90 experienced a loss

in particle size percent of 56%. This material was destroyed using

this material as LCMwill provide no benefits (Figure 5). The time

interval analysis of mica size degradation performance showed

that the material was not affected by time changing and acted as a

time-independent material. The size degradation results of the

10 min and 30 min shearing times were similar and no extra size

degradation was encountered, as it can be observed in the clay

system example (Supplementary Figure S1). The average size

degradation of 10 min with all fluids showed a 60% decrease in

size, while the 30 min showed an average of 67% decrease in size.

The mass of the mica showed a high loss of 30% after shearing.

Most of the particles went below the minimum (<149 μm), as it is

shown in Supplementary Figure S2.

The shape of mica was changed from angular, thin, and

flat with a large surface to rounded and angular because of

TABLE 10 Flaked calcium carbonate plugging performance.

No shearing 30 min shearing

Size of fracture (slotted), mm Fluid loss, cm3 Size of fracture (slotted), mm Fluid loss, cm3

2.5 8 3 28

3.5 19 3.5 No control

5.0 31

5.5 No control

FIGURE 3
Mixed and dry natural cellulose fiber microscopy image.

TABLE 9 Sized grade of mica plugging performance.

No shearing 30 min shearing

Size of fracture (slotted), mm Fluid loss, cm3 Size of fracture (slotted), mm Fluid loss, cm3

3.5 11 0.25 5

5.0 30 1.5 26

5.5 No control 2 No control
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FIGURE 4
Dry and mixed samples’ PSD (mica—all systems).

TABLE 11 Natural cellulose fiber plugging performance.

No shearing 30 min shearing

Size of fracture (slotted), mm Fluid loss, cm3 Size of fracture (slotted), mm Fluid loss, cm3

2.5 23 2.5 25

3.0 No control 3.0 No control
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FIGURE 5
Mica—size degradation performance (30 min shearing).

TABLE 12 Mica plugged fracture size before and after shearing force.

No shearing 30 min shearing

Size of fracture
(slotted), mm

Fluid
loss, cm3

Plugging photo Size of fracture
(slotted), mm

Fluid
loss, cm3

Plugging photo

5.0 30 1.5 26
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shearing and the fluid’s interaction. The specific gravity

showed a slight increase, due to reduction in volume. The

plugging efficiency of the no-shearing mixture was reported

at 5.0-mm fracture size and then dropped significantly with

the shearing effect to 1.5 mm. Moreover, a high fluid loss of

26 ml was observed. The new rounded shape was one of the

reasons for the high fluid loss. The loss in plugging efficiency

from 5.0 to 1.5-mm fracture size represents around 70% loss

in efficiency, which is similar to the reduction in size

degradation of 66%. Therefore, the relation between the

plugging efficiency to the material size is a one-to-one

ratio (Table 12).

3.5.2 Flaked calcium carbonate
The PSD dry phase of flaked calcium carbonate has a particle

size range of 4,000–149 μm. The overall performance of flaked

calcium carbonate with the different carrier fluid systems showed

that the material performed with a very high size reduction in water

and clay systems. However, it showed better performance with all

polymer systems by almost 50% less in size degradation (Figure 6).

FIGURE 6
Dry and mixed samples’ PSD (flaked calcium carbonate—all systems).
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The mixed samples’ PSD data revealed that the material behaved

differently based on the fluid used. The water and clay systems

showedmore degradation and loss of thematerial durability than all

polymer systems showing the comprehensive analysis of all fluids

with flaked calcium carbonate. Since clay and water systems have

similar performance, the average percentage of their data will be

combined, and the same goes for polymer systems. Clay and water

systems showed a size degradation of around 54%–72%, while

polymer systems (both salt and no salt) showed an average of

33%–40% size reduction (Figure 7). The overall size degradation of

the clay and water systems was reported at 62% size reduction, and

that is considered a high loss in particle size. This was also shown in

D90, D50, and D10 with a size reduction of 51%, 58%, and 75%,

respectively. On the other hand, the polymer systems only showed a

loss of 37% in size reduction. The cumulative distributions showed a

size reduction in D90, D50, and D10 with a size reduction of 16%,

36%, and 60%, respectively.

The time interval analysis of flaked calcium carbonate

size degradation performance showed that the material was

not affected by time changing and acted as a time-

independent material. The average difference of size

degradation results of the 10 min and 30 min showed

around 10% more degradation with shearing time

changing, as it is shown in the clay system example

FIGURE 7
Flaked calcium carbonate—size degradation performance (30 min shearing).
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(Supplementary Figure S3). The average size degradation of

10 min with the first group (water and clay systems) showed

a 52% reduction in size, while the 30 min showed an average

of 62% reduction in size. The clay and water systems lost

31% of the material mass after shearing with only 70% of the

particles that are above 149 μm, while polymer systems

maintained 85% of the particles above the minimum size

(Supplementary Figure S4).

The original particle shape of flaked calcium carbonate was

angular, sub-angular, thin, and flat with a small surface area.

The mixed samples’ shape for all fluids was drastically changed

to be sub-rounded and angular. The specific gravity

measurements of flaked calcium carbonate did not change

after the fluid’s interaction and stayed constant at 2.73. The

simulated plugged fracture was obtained at 5.0 mm by using

the dry PSD (no shearing) of the material, but when the

shearing force occurred, the material was able to plug 3.0-

mm fractures. This drop in the fracture size was quantified to

be a 40% decrease, while the size degradation of the fluids used

in this test was 60% (Table 13). Thus, the size degradation

percent of flaked calcium carbonate to plugging efficiency ratio

is 1:0.6.

FIGURE 8
Dry and mixed samples’ PSD (natural cellulose fiber—all systems).

TABLE 13 Flaked calcium carbonate plugged fracture size before and after the shearing force.

No shearing 30 min shearing

Size of fracture
(slotted), mm

Fluid
loss, cm3

Plugging photo Size of fracture
(slotted), mm

Fluid
loss, cm3

Plugging photo

5.0 31 3 28
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3.5.3 Natural cellulose fiber
The dry size range of natural cellulose is from 2,830 to

105 μm. The overall performance of natural cellulose fiber

with the different carrier fluid systems showed that the

material performed a minor size reduction with all systems

with a maximum degradation of 17% with a high-pH clay

system (Figure 8). The average size degradation of all fluids

was reported at a 3% size reduction. The small particles (D10)

showed a size increase of 17%. The big particles (D90) showed a

loss of only 21% only, while the median particles (D50) showed a

size decrease of 3%. This material showed particle redistribution

between the big and small particles (Figure 9).

The time interval analysis of natural cellulose fiber size

degradation performance showed that the material was not

affected by time changing and acted as a time-independent

material. The size degradation results of the 10 min and

30 min shearing time were similar and no extra size

degradation was encountered, as it is shown in the clay

system example (Supplementary Figure S5). The average

size degradation of 10 min with all fluids was 1% reduction

in size, while the 30 min showed an average of 3% reduction in

size. The aspect of the natural cellulose fiber mass percentage

loss study that went below the original PSD revealed that the

material lost some of its mass and introduced new small

FIGURE 9
Natural cellulose fiber—size degradation performance (30 min shearing).
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particles that are below the minimum dry particle size

(105 μm). The average percentage of the lost mass was

observed to be around 17%, that means after mixing and

shearing, only 83% of the initial material mass will be reaching

the target zone (Supplementary Figure S6).

The material showed a decrease in specific gravity with fluid

interaction. The average specific gravity reduction is 0.71 and

that was due to cellulose characteristics of water absorption to

develop hydrogen bond interaction, resulting in an increase in

volume (Caulfield 1978). Therefore, the specific gravity

reflected that drop. The material dry phase shape was

angular and sub-angular. Then due to fluid interaction, the

mixed samples’ shape showed more angularity with curved

corners. The material’s plugging efficiency was not affected

by size degradation. The material was able to plug the same

fracture size with and without the shearing force effect. The

material plugged a simulated fracture size of 2.5 mmwith a fluid

loss of 2.5 ml (Table 14).

4 Conclusion

The overall impact of this work is to prove that applying these

ways of investigation to the current lost circulation management

can drive the industry to resolve some lost circulation problems

by effectively and efficiently applying the right LCM in the

specific situation.

The important and major findings of this work are as follows:

• The effect of carrier fluids was proven to be significant on

the LCM size degradation. Flaked calcium carbonate was

affected by the fluid selection. It showed high size

degradation with water and clay systems, whereas it

was less impacted with all polymer systems and

showed even a better performance with high alkalinity

polymer systems.

• Each material behaved differently under high shear. The

material that did not experience significant size changes

was natural cellulose fiber. The other materials (mica

and flaked calcium carbonate) showed a large size

reduction.

• Two (natural cellulose fiber and mica) materials showed a

change in their specific gravity results after mixing with

fluids.

• All of the materials kept their initial shape after exposure to

the fluids, except the flaky group that introduced more

rounded shape particles.

• A new experimental mathematical observation was obtained

for eachmaterial to enhance the plugging efficiency and can be

used to simulate the fracture size.
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